Alphabet

Game Suggestions:
Spell a Word

Wheel of Fortune

Participants are fighting 1 on 1 or group vs.
group.

The participants give each other challenges
with words, that the counterparty must
spell.

Accessories: Plastic Rings

Accessories: None

The groups give each other tasks to spell
words. The words could be a name, city,
country or possibly the words from the
weekly dictation.
1 point is given for correct ”answers” and
played to 5 points.
Can be varied with the use of pictures
or drawings as task cards. Then it is the
participants’ task to spell what they see on
the task card.

The active team/player asks for one letter at
a time, to see if the letter is included in the
hidden word.
Properly selected letters gets marked with
a ring. The winner is the one who can spell
the word first or use the fewest attempts to
guess it.
It is important to indicate which category
of words being searched. For example, a
flower, an animal, a country, etc.
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Game Suggestions:
Vowels and Consonants

Most Words!

Participants jump, respectively, vowels and
consonants while saying the sounds - or the
sounds can be said by the other participants

One team throws 5-6 Bean bags or rings.
The other team must then make as many
words as possible from these 5-6 letters.

Accessories: None

Accessories: Plastic rings or Bean bags

Can be expanded so that the group only
have e.g. 10 min. to solve the task.

Tell-a-Word

Accessories: Bean bags, Chalk
Mark a throw line in a comfortable distance
from the alphabet.
Participants compete against each other in
2 groups.
One group chose a word – e.g. a noun. A
participant from the other group throws
a bean bag. If the bag lands at e.g. the
letter K, the group must then find a noun
with starting with the letter K. It can be
varied with word classes, verbs, adjectives,
prepositions, proper names, etc.
To add some physical exercise to the game,
the throw line can be positioned well away
from the alphabet.
After the bean bag has been thrown and the
letter guessed, the player must retrieve the
bean bag as quickly as posible, before he
can throw again. The player with the most
words in e.g. 5 mins wins. Set up 4 or more
cones so that the whole team rotates by real
answers and the fastest team win.
Make the game more challenging, by
making the participants finding more than
one word, or to make a sentence with the
word.

Can be varied. Predetermine some of the
letters – e.g. A, E, R and S, and add the
letters where the bean bag lands.

Group-spelling

Accessories: Bean bags

Prior game start, the 2 groups create a
number of words with the number of
letters that corresponds to the number of
participants in the second group.
E.g. 2 groups of 4 participants. Both groups
are doing 5 words of 4 characters. Then,
the groups form these words, by each
participant stands on 1 letter.
Participants have to hold hands (as far
as possible) before the job is done. If the
distance is too far between the participants,
participants can keep a rope / scarf between
them.
If you want a competitive element in the
exercise, take time, how long it takes to
perform the task.
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Game Suggestions:
Spelling Games / 120 most
frequent words
Accessories: 120 laminated cards with
the 120 most frequent words

Participants divided into 2 groups. Place
the 120 cards with face down. Pick 1 card the word is spoken - and the task is to spell
this word by jumping on the letters.
Take turns and switch when one team fails
the spelling, or the teams alternately spell 5
words, then switch.

Find words

Accessories: Bean bags or Plastic rings
The purpose is to get through the alphabet.
For each letter of the alphabet there must
be something in the school yard or on the
playground, which has to be spelled by
jumping on the right letters.
There is no actual competition in this
activity, just a new way of practicing spelling
words.
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